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The Herons of Europe. By Claire Voisin. Illustrated by G. Brusewitz, 
P. L. Suiro & F. Desbordes. T. & A. I). Poyser, London, 1991. 364 pages; 
four colour plates; 83 line-drawings. £22.50. 
Wot! Not another book on herons? (There seems to have been a spate recently, the appeal of 
this group obviously almost matching that of owls.) This, however, is not just another book 
about herons. It is something rather special. 

With the look and 'feel' of a traditional Poyser, the contents also match up to the very best 
volumes in the distinctive white (lust-jackets. The author . l)r Claire Voisin, clearly has a love 
of the subject, as well as very wide-ranging knowledge. This is far from being a mere rehash 
of old material , organised into potted accounts of each species. There are chapters on each of 
Europe 's nine breeding species, but there are also a further nine chapters on subjects such as 
classification, origin, breeding behaviour, habitat , feeding behaviour, and protection. The 
reader is likely, t ime and again, to come across the sorts of facts which intrigue, surprise or 
amaze. Whether or not herons are your especial interest, this book will provide fascinating 
reading, as well as being a useful work of reference. 

Green-backed H e r o n Butorides striatus fishing 
with bait: (1) picks up a dry pellet and carries it 
in its bill, (2) drops it into the water, then (3) 
hides, waiting for the bait to attract fish (drawing 

by P. L. Suiro from 'The Herons of Europe') 

It is not only well produced, interesting and well writ ten, but also superbly illustrated: the 
evocative chapter headings and four colour plates are by the Swedish master , Gunna r 
Brusewitz, and within the text there is a splendid scattering of behavioural drawings by P. I.. 
Suiro. 

In all respects, this book is a match for any previous Poyser. and is as readable, enjoyable, 
informative and attractive as Hilary Fry's The Bee-eaters (1984). I can give no higher praise. 

J . T . R. SlIARROOK 

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Ornithology. Edited by Michael 
Brooke 8c Tim Birkhead. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991. 
362 pages; 223 colour plates; 6 black-and-white plates; numerous 
illustrations and diagrams. £24.95. 
At first glance, this is another attractive-looking, large-format bird book for the insatiable 
popular market . It does not go directly for the coffee-table niche: coloured illustrations are 
abundan t , but most are less than postcard-sized. The majority of the paper is covered by 
words, with very large margins, boxed snippets on tinted backgrounds , and even graphs and 
tables. 

The writing is by a collection of authors , most of whom are active in their fields, and 
eminent . As a result, the book is up to date and provides good, clear discussions on a range 
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of subjects, especially those which are currently fashionable. It would be possible to read 
from cover to cover, since the arrangement is in 11 distinct chapters. Contributions from 
different authors have been spliced into this format, which makes for some discontinuity of 
style, but avoids the more traditional format for an encyclopedia. 

I read a selection of topics and, without fail, found them interesting, but they were very 
variable in their depth of coverage. There are no formal references, so it would be difficult to 
find additional detail on a particular point. Further reading is recommended chapter by 
chapter: these are mainly books, together with a small number of papers on very specific 
topics, whose citations did not survive in the text. Especially when findings are reported to 
the detail of a figure, table or particular study, I should have liked to have been able to find 
the original paper. 

The most distinctive feature of the Cambridge Encyclopedia is that it is an encyclopedia of 
ornithology rather than of birds. The difference is the greater weight given to the way in 
which ornithologists have discovered what we know. Exemplary studies, especially those 
with an experimental element, are described in some detail. Authors have tried to address 
'How?' and 'Why?' questions, as well as describing straight facts. 

This book would appeal to those with an enquiring inclination, but no great experience of 
birds. On casual dipping, they might well find sufficient of interest to fire them to learn more 
about ornithology and possibly to read much of the book. It could be used as a reference 
work, but A Dictionary of Birds (1985) would be an alternative with its more thorough coverage 
and indexing of subjects and its inclusion of references. Of the two, the Cambridge Encyclopedia 
offers the better read. At today's expectation, the price is reasonable for the size and quality 
of product. Recommended. C O L I N J . BIBBY 

Where to Watch Birds in Devon and Cornwall. Second edn. By 
David Norman 8c Vic Tucker. Illustrated by Peter Harrison & Steve 
Bird. Christopher Helm, London, 1991. 307 pages; 38 line-drawings; 
62 maps. Paperback £11.95. 
This book, first published in 1984 (see 'Short review' Brit. Birds 77: 639), was the start of a 
series of'where to watch' bird guides. Having been asked to write the review as County 
Recorder for a nearby county, I will say I have always had mixed feelings about such 
books and have therefore never read one before. The introductory section includes 
birdwatching areas, listed under habitat types, which are awarded one to three stars. 
Details of 70 sites are given—if a pelagic seabird trip can be classified as such—including 
16 additional sites from the first edition, most of the latter being upgraded from the 
Appendix. Each site has headings of 'Habitat ' , 'Species', 'Timing', 'Access' and 
'Calendar'. Included in individual chapters are maps covering all major sites, but there is 
none for additional sites, which have been linked to an appropriate major site. Site 
accounts vary in length from 19 pages (sub-di\ided into six sites) for the Dartmoor area 
to about a page for most of the additional sites. The species accounts are very interesting 
and contain a lot of information, but the value of identification hints every now and again 
is questionable and, indeed, at times is mildly irritating; for example, Greenshank Tringa 
nebularia, Water Pipit Anthus spinoletta, Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus of Scandinavian 
origin and Great Grey Shrike Lanius excubitor are all described as 'pale-fronted', while the 
calls of Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus are given both as 'seven notes' and 'multiple 
whistling'. Also, owing to the authors' differing styles, there are inconsistencies in the 
way birds from different regions are named; for example 'an American species . . . 
Pectoral Sandpiper [Calidris melanotos]' and, annoyingly, 'American Pectoral Sandpiper'. A 
minor error refers to pairs of Woodcock Scolopax rusticola: so far as I am aware, they do not 
form pairs. Illustrated by Peter Harrison and Steve Bird, most of the line-drawings are 
quite pleasing, but a few fail totally to convey the true look of the bird. These minor 
criticisms apart I found the book very informative, interesting to read and well 
researched. If you want to 'do your own thing', however, buy it to see the sites to avoid, 
especially those with three stars; I suspect there are many more places not mentioned 
whichare well worth a visit. BRIAN RABBITTS 
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